
Humans Recourses Manager 

То whom it may concern 

lt is my pleasure to provide this letter of recommendation for Dmitry as he seeks employment in the 

agriculture field. As Dmitry's employer and direct supervisor оп the night shift I worked closely with him 

and have been very impressed Ьу his abllities and critical thinking skills. Не was а large asset to our shift 

and worked well with all employees. Swift Pumping is а manure pumping business that operates from 

August through November. With Dmitry's assistance we finished early this year and he is currently 

looking for more work. lf the manure pumping season were longer Dmitry would Ье а part of the team 

here and will always Ье welcomed back. 

Dmitry picked up this business incrediЬly fast. 1 could see his past operator experience from day one. 

With minimal instructions Dmitry was аЫе to safely and efficiently operate all of our equipment, which 

included specialty equipment specific to the manure pumping industry. Several different size tractors, 

manure pumps, manure agitations boats, skid steers, forklifts were all within Dmitry's skill level to 

operate. Dmitry was always the first to ask questions about equipment and was soon а "go to" person 

when the work needed to get done. Оп numerous occasions Dmitry was given minimal instructions and 

told he had to figure out а layout and plan to get the next fields ready for application. Dmitry never 

failed to have the work done оп time and correctly. Dmitry knew the jobs so well he became а source of 

knowledge for other employees to use when the other owners or I were not immediately accessiЫe . 

Dmitry was engaging in proЫem solving conversations, he was always thinking of а more efficient 

solution. Не was an active member of the team here at Swift Pumping. 

ln closing I would like to restate my strong recommendation for Dmitry. Dmitry's work ethic, operator 

abllities, safety consciousness, and personality are going to continue to bring him success in the future, 

he would Ье а great benefit to any business. Please feel free to contact те at (941) 375-9430 or 

jkenworthty4@yahoo.com with any other questions. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely 

Owner 

Swift Pumping 



 

ANTHONY ANKER ANKER.ANTHONY@YAHOO.COM 

 

 

To Whom It Concerns, 

Dmitriy has been a standout worker for the 3 years he has worked for me in the United States.  

He has always been fully committed to his job and enters every day with a strong passion to do 

a good job.  He is very competent with operating a full range of machinery and equipment.  

Daily tasks would consist of driving and maintaining tractors and vehicles.  Dmitriy has always 

worked well in a team setting and is committed to getting any job done.  He as strong integrity 

with a follow through to make sure everyone is contributing to the team.  Dmitriy is always 

reliable and a great person to be around.  I am confident that Dmitriy will be a great fit in any 

operation and position. 

 

Anthony Anker 

360-305-7421 






